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From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "Rakesh" 

<rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.
com>

Dear friends,

 

Since the the middle of October, some planets have changed. The Sun moved into Libra, Venus is in Leo with Saturn and Ketu, Mars is in 

Gemini, Jupiter in Scorpio and Rahu in Aquarius. Venus is in conjunction with Saturn, Rahu and Ketu, and this is not a favorable combination 

for travels This combination also creates some energies which are bad for the weather. People who generally be careful about food habits and 

should eat mostly vegetarian food only. For those who have the moon sign of Leo, Aquarius and cancer should be extra careful. Venus moves 

from this combination on November 4Th. But those who have the moon sign of cancer, Leo, Taurus and Capricorn should be cautious 

when travelling  driving, or on vacation. 

 

For America, this combination is not good for foreign connections and there would be misunderstandings, and strain with other countries. 

Some Muslim country will also be a cause of major concern. The name of these countries could start from the consonants of Sa, Ma, and Pa. 

There would be unusual storms and the weather would play havoc in the west and southwest coast. Oil prices could do haywire, and I also see 

some area of land being disconnected due to unexpected weather which will affect the land. This Saturn-Ketti combination is not good for 

our president George W Bush. He may experience some serious health problems and could be bed ridden.

 

For India, the situation is not good for the government.  Total unexpected happenings in the governments. Secret planning and plotting continues 

in the parliament, and lady Sonia Gandhi could be in for a rude shock and conspiracy. De-stability of the government is possible. Within the 

country itself, there are some miscreants and terrorists who are again planning something underground. There could be some mine collapse and 

coal mines could be affected with poisonous gases. The time generally until Middle of November is not favorable for the country.

 

For America too, some positive changes will come from November. Stocks will rise again, and the country's financial situation will start 

boosting. Investments from and to foreign countries will be in America's interest. The country will see some good changes soon. 

 

"Times come and times go

We learn so much as we grow

As most of us await our fate

We must live in divine faith"

 

God bless

 

Dr. Rakesh Kumar

Chairman

"ISHWAR"

PH: 718-429-1892 / 646-238-2570 (New York)

website - ishwarastral.com
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